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I. INTRODUCTION 

The utility of coropucer graphics has now won the 

recognition of many researchers specializing in data analysis, 

and a varie乞y of graphical representation me乞hods have been 

proposed by them. what daca analysts expect most from 

graphical representation is to obtain a firm grasp of the 

intrinsic struccure of collected data by visualizing their 

fea乞ures.

The hardware environmen乞 bears very closely upon free use 

of graphical representation as a means of data analysis. 工n

εhis connect:ion, it deserves attention that the functional 

improvement ofｷ microcomputers and workstations, realized 

recencly in upgraded graphics functions as well as increased 

performance in peripheral equipment, has provided a wider 

freedom of graphical representation and greater ease of 

graphics equipment: operacion. 

These graphical representation methods have some common 

fe at ures~ (l) repどesencing the features of multivariate data, 

(2) visual inspec乞ion of che relationship among variables, (3) 

observing data discr ibuci on ~ (4) projections based on data 

cransformacion and fea-cures selection, and (5) enhancement of 

intrinsic features in data. 
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II 働 GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION IN AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATIOド

Graphical representation is also applied for visualizing 

the results of automatic classification. While these can be 

represented on a computer graphics display with little 

difficulty, the interpretation of displayed graphs and figures 

is not as easy as the observation of histograms and scatter 

piots and tends to be influenced by subjective judgemen七. It 

is for this reason that computer graphics leaves something to 

be desired despite the increasingly important role it is 

playing in automatic classification. 

In most cases, these representations of classification 

results must be considered the preliminary sta.ge to developing 

more suitable graphical representation methods for grasping 

the meanings of classification. At the same time, many of 

clustering methods are heuristic in nature, and importance is 

at ℃ached to the comparison between classification methods as 

well as the comparison of classification results. Thus, what 

七he analyst expects from classification can be summarized as 

follows. 

1φImmediate visual inspection of classification results ‘ 

2. Fast recognition of what is being classified in what way. 

3. Easy identification of the class to which an individual 

belongs. 

4. Simplified recognition of the variables con乞ributing to 

classification in multivariate data. 

5 。 Rapid understanding of 七he differences or similarities 

between clusters by visual inspection. 

However> in fulfilling these requirements with computer 

graphical methods, a broad overview and consistent approach is 

imperative. The assumntions. aleorithms. and nrocedures 
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underlying a particular computerized represen七atioれ must be 

carefully examined to assure compatibility and consistencア

-with other graphical methods used by the analyst in his 

analysis. Failure to maintain such consistency in both 

individual modules and, especially, in inとegrated packages 

wi.:;_l tend ｷto magnify the subjective element inherent in visual 

in℃erpretation of graphical s
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consistency is also required. The hardware eτ1vironment must 

be constructed systematically to opt二mize 乞he capabilities of 

乞he software system. 

In addition to consistency, the ideal system should have 

flexibility, allowing the analyst to selec亡 from a wide 

variety of graphical representation methods and conventional 

multivariate me七hods and to do so rapid工y and easily. 

For the past several years 1 we have been working つn the 

development of such an integ玄a乞ed , consisten七 hardware

sof 七ware system for use in performing automatこc classification 

and in visualizing and interpreting 七he results. 

III. CONCEPT OF COMPUTER GRAPHICS SYSTE託 IN AUτOMATIC 

CLASSIFICATION 

Because of the phenomenal deveiopmen乞 in compu七er

technologies in recen乞 years , it is now possib le 乞0 meet all 

standard requirements for data analysis 1.1sinεterminals 

connected to large-scale computers or microcomputers. 

However ’ in order to meet the demands of data analys乞s as 

described above, development of a co羽puter graphics system 

designed specifically for the use of experts is much desired ‘ 

A project started some years ago p:rovided an opportunity for 

us to embark on the developmen七 of such a compute玄 Sアstem 1n 

I982. we sta玄ted wi七h a rninicompute玄 because the powerful 
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microcomputers seen todaァ were no七 available at that time. 

The sァstem has since beenτef ined and upgraded by stages and 

is now a powe玄ful system using graphics 内 It has been given 

the name Automatic Class if ica℃ion Techniques for Interpreｭ

tation ’ Visualization and Evaluation, or simply!' the ACTIVE 

workstation. 

A. System Design Policy and Features 

The ACTIVE workstation has been built in stages. At 

first, a minicomputer with in七elligent color graphics display 

was introduced as an intelligent terminal connected to a 

large-scale host system合 Next, the peripheral equipment -were 

strengthened by introducing color XY-plotters ョ tablet 

digi七izers, color video cameras, video recorders, image 

recorders, etc. Recently, professional workstations, graphics 

server processor and high-resolution color display were added, 

and as completed, the system consists mainly of ℃he work-

statJしon ” Figure 1 shows とhe configuration o f 七he ACτIVE 

workstation. 

features. 

The ACTIVE -...rorksta乞ion has the following 

l . The works ta乞ions and minicomputer can be なsed indepenｭ

dently in 乞he system. 

2. Both serve as intelligent terminals 乞o the host sys℃em. 

3. Each of the special microprocessors buil℃ in乞0 ℃he color 

graphics displays is available for image analysis and 

provides intelligent functions 同

4. A channel controller links the various components to each 

other and to a host system ぅ allowing free access to any 

part of the system. 

5. Files can be freely transferred between subsystems. 

6a Additional microcomputers can be linked to the workstation 
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to serve as new terminals 

series). 

(e.g, ’ Macintosh, NEC-9800 

What is notable about the system design is that all its 

components are organical工y interconnec亡ed with the workstation 

installed as 乞he system core, permitting real-time access to 

any subsystem at any time according to the needs of the data 

analysis. 

B. Software Environment 

τhe system currently provides a well-integrated hardware 

environment, but its software environmen℃ requires further 

sophistication. The system so:t-ware developed thus far 

includes: (1) integrated set of da℃a analysis techniques, (2) 

management software for graphical devices, (3) interface 

management software, and (4）亡he handlers and associated 

software for peripheral device s 倶 The in乞egrated set of data 

analァsis techniques includes the hierarchical classification 

methods, k-means method テ c工assif ication me乞hods such as the 

MST (Minimum Spanning Tree) and multivariate AID methods, 

principal components analysis 子 correspondence analysis, simple 

descriptive statistical methods, etc 縄

Graphics functions are available for monochrome b iセmap

displays and color graphics displays. The two color graphics 

displays are intelligent and have a number of graphics and 

mathematical primitives included in removable ROM cartridges. 

The handlers developed to use these ROMs realize p工o七七 ing and 

color handling of almost ali kinds. Although kinetic display 

is rather difficult by virtue of the system configuraと ion, it 

can nevertheless be realized by adequate application of the 

graphics server processor 角 0乞her system components include 

tablets for linework information input and color XY-plotters 

fo玄 graphics output. 
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τhe ACTIVE workstation is controlled from the main 

workstation via a channel controller which allows any of the 

subsystems to be connected directly, or indirectly, to any 

other o士 to the host system. Analysis data and results, both 

statistical and graphics, can be freely transferred among the 

subsystems. Finally, each of the subsystems can be used 

independently as a standalone system. 

工V. CASE S士UDIES

In the following sections, some of major studies made 

using the ACTIVE workstation will be introduced. Although 

many of these studies have already been 玄epor七ed aと some

conferences, we consider it worthwhile to review them here as 

examples of the effective application of compu下er graphics and 

automatic class if ica tion methods. This is because each of 

them serves as evidence of our conten七ion that the data 

analysis that we hope for can never be realized by a mere 

aggregation of graphical representat ion 七echniques ’

A. Areal Clustering System and Its Applications 

The areal clustering system of 七he ACTIVE workstation is 

an integrated set of classification 七echniques developed for 

areal partition using multivariate observations that have 

locate coordinates on the plane (5), (6). These techniques can 

be broadly classified into two phases according 、 to the 

features of the data handled. One is NTAP (Numerical 

Techniques for Areal Partition) and the other is 工MAGE (Image 

Generator of Colored Maps). The preceivable application for 

NTAP include classification using LANDSAτdata and areal 

partition using land-use data ” NTAP is extensively used in 
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七he analysis of data from remotely-sensed measurements. 

The objective of IMAGE is to generate image information 

covering the entire area from discrete and irregularly 

distributed multivariate observations on 乞he plane (accordｭ

ingly, on the objective area) for visual presentation of the 

general features of such partial data and for drawing out the 

characteristics which are hidden in them 今 From the par七ially

located data on the screen? IMAGE generates a visual map 

covering the whole screen and is aimed at stimulating the 

observer's cognitive powers. As an example of IMAGE appli-

ｷcations of the past, we can cite the case where it was used in 

the analysis of attitude surveァ data of urban dwellers for 七he

purpose of generating various •: colored at乞itude maps'1 from the 

survey results of urban environment assessment .τhe distriｭ

bution of attitude data in the survey area ’ obtained from 

respondent answers to any specific questions, can be displayed 

as such colored attitude maps. With a simple glance at these 

maps, the observer can acquire a firm grasp of responden℃ 

opinions to the question:- and can also compare 七he attitude 

survey data with other kinds of area information, such as 

amount of greenery. Furthermore, if seve玄a l questions are 

asked, the data obtained from respondents can be converted 

to composite scores by correspondence analysis and p玄incipal

components analysis and displayed as colored maps. It is also 

possible to overlay the colored maps of individual questions 

and to generate composite coior maps by image processing. 

B. Use of Colo玄 Imaging in Automatic Classification 

There are many ways of representing multivariate data 

using computer graphics. New9 colored representation methods 

have been proposed because the raster graphics displaァ has

been made much easier to use in recent years ( 10). Color 
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image handling is one of the features of our system, and it is 

possible to develop programs making fuller use of various 

color handling functions. Development of such programs is 

made easy by the powerful graphics software and the integrated 

se℃ of color model transforma 七 ion programs tha七 we have 

developed (8). To presen七亡he resulセs of various analyses, 

including automatic classifica℃ion, immediately on the color 

display, it is necessary to use a color handling interface 

program for linking the data analysis techniques and the color 

monitor. Special attention should be paid 七0 乞he color models 

used to simplify the user interface. In other words ， 七he

program must be developed using ℃he RGB (Red, Green, and Blue) 

model for hardware control and the HLS or HSV (Hue, Saturaｭ

乞ion, and Lightness or Value) models which are closer to the 

human color perceptional models, for the analyst ”工f

development of this program is to be completed in a short 

time, it is essential that ℃he color handling system be 

applied using color models, based on the set of transformation 

programs between color models 仇 A program for color imaging of 

au℃omatic ピlassification results is generated using basic 

software consis 七ing of these programs and the graphics service 

丈outines provided as part of the standard system software (9). 

Unlike ℃he case where color assignment is made using a 

color look-up table and a limited number of colors，七he

program thus generated presents ーとhe following f ea tu res, and 

problems. 

l 偽 Changes in color are contどolled on the basis of 七he three 

color elements (hue, saturation 7‘ and lightness). 

2. Accordingly, each coior bears a certain meaning and 

corresponds to a certain tendency of the classification 

results (colors are not just painted on）。
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3. However, perfect color handling is still very difficult 

because of numerous problems remaining in color science. 

Hence, program development must be planned with a clear 

understanding of the differences between the color image 

on the computer graphics display and the human color 

perception. 

ム. Peripheral equipment must be used with a clear underｭ

standing of the differences between the color system 

adopted for printing and reproducing color image 

opera℃ions and that adopted for the computer graphics. 

Colored Pattern Matrix and Color Patterns 

The greater part of the quantitative data handled in data 

analysis is made up of multivariate data matrices consisting 

of individuals by variables. The objective here is to 

represent t句e features of such a matrix as a color pattern. 

The color model transformation programs play an important role 

in the following process re司uired for features representaとion,

although the process itself is quite simple. 

(Sl）工ndividuals of the given multivariate data matrix X are 
classified by a suitable method and reordered. 

(S2) Variables are also reordered by a suitable method using, 
for example, principal component loadings. 

(S3) The doubly reordered matrix and each of its elements is 
converted to color information using the HLS model. The 
new matrix prepared is taken as ” colo red pattern matrix" 
Y, and each of its converted elements is transmitted to 
the color monitor through the RGB color model to 
represent the matrix Y as a ” color pattern." Next, the 
lightness is linearly rescaled to reflect the dispersion 
of distribution of each variable of the multivariate 
data. The hue and saturation are determined using the 
component loadings derived from the principal components 
analysis of the original data matrix X. 
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Coloring Principal Component Scores 

Since the vector corresponding to each individual of 

colored pattern matrix Y is expressed bァ means of 七he three 

color elements, it is called a 1' color vector." A plot is 

prepared that shows the arrangement of scores obtained for any 

two components derived from the matrix X, and the color 

vector is placed on the coordinates showing the principal 

score of each individual ． 工n this way, each of the multiｭ

variate observations can be observed as a !!color be l七 11 within 

the reduced dimensions. This method offers the following 

advantages: (l) ambigui七y of principal components scores can 

be removed, and the meaning of the scores can be shown as 

color, (2) patterns of c工ustering can be enhanced in color, 

(3) discrepancy among c lus乞ers and variable features cause by 

outliers can be grasped with ease in color, and （ム ） variables 

characterizing individuals can be compared as changes in 

color. 

The most outstanding advantage of this method is that the 

features of the original data matrix X can be observed 

directly as colored images. Dendrograms, scatter diagrams and 

distribution of principal components scores can naturally 

observed in time with the obtaiu.ed color patterns (see 仁he

experimental results described below). 

C. Classification of Large Data Sets and Its Representa七ion

The main memory size of the workstations and minicomputer 

of the ACTIVE works七ation is not ve玄ア large. Fo玄乞his reason, 

considerable difficulty was involved in classifying largeｭ

scale data sets (of at leasと 5 :, 000 to 10,000 cases) or to 

represent classification results quickly on the display. 

However, since workstations and minicomputer can be used as 
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terminals of a large capaci亡ア host sァstern, it is certainly 

possible to classify large-scale data set S むsing the 

statistical sys 乞ems implemented in the host system (SPAD, 

GENSTAT, SAS, MINTS). The results cf such clustering can be 

transmitted to workstations and minicomputer by file transfer 

and represented on the display af乞er editing and da℃a 

modification. Nevertheless, there is no doubt that interｭ

active workstations and minicomputer are more suitable to 

increasingly detailed and sophisticated data analysis while 

watching the classification process step by s乞ep. Moreover, 

various ideas are required i<l order to apply large-scale da七a

clustering to microcomputers with small memory sizes, and it 

is useful to watch the classification pr0cess by g玄aphica l

representation because the algorithm is often heuristic in 

nature. 

The objective here is not to directly display 七he

distribution of large-scale data 争 The graphical represen-

tation is applied as a means o!: p玄esenting the skeleton of the 

data structure using the classification results. In other 

words, it is applied for the purpose of representing the 

intrinsic da℃a structure or the fundamen乞al data fea乞ures on 

the display 働 The process actually adopted for classification 

is as follows. 

(Sl) A partial data set is generated by sampling a given data 
set at random in acer乞ain proportion. 

(S2) Sampled data is subjected to the initial classification. 
At this time, the number of clusters is designated to be 
as large as possible to generate a large number of 
groups.τhe distance table is not used because it calls 
for ℃he use of a la玄ge matrix. The k-means method is 
used in a hierarchical manner to obtain ℃he ℃ree 

structure. 

(S3) The classification thereby completed is displayed by 
tree representa七ion as the 吋preliminary classification.H 
Next, a tree showing cluster features is produced using 
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described below. 

All individuals in the data set subjected tc the initial 

classification are classified consecutively using the 
tree obtained in (S3) as a decision tree (i.e., each 

individual is assigned consecutively to some cluster in 

the tree by binary decision ru le）。

recu玄S工Vエtyfractal 七he 

(S4) 

all individuals is assigned 士 "reclassification" is 
executed using the centroid vector of each cluster a℃ 

the terminal end of the tree. The reclassification made 

in this step is the fine adjustment of the relationship 
between each cluster and the individua工s belonging to 

each clus℃er. At this time 司 the tree structure is 
reconstructed by making use of the reciprocal nearest 

neighbor (this reconstruction is called 11refinement 
using back-tracking”）。

After (SS) 

structure ob 七ained by reclassif ica七ion

observed again, and is compared with 

the preliminaてy classification. 

The fractal tree 

is displayed and 
that obtained by 
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The 亡ree s乞ructure can be made as complex as desired by 

varying the values of these parameters. Since branching of 

each limb of a cluster is equivalent to 亡he decomposition of 

the sum of squares ラ the following rules are established: (1) 

the between-cluster sum of squares corresponds to the angle 

between the limbs, (2）セhe within-c工us 乞er sum of squares (or 

within-cluster variance) is applied to the length of the 

limbs, (3) limbs are allocated to 乞he lef乞 and right regularly 

according to ℃he values of the within-cluster sum of squares. 

This is related to the bend of the limbs. 

Graphical Representation of Re工ationship between Clusters 

士he tree structure has a drawback to intuitively grasping 

the similarity between the clusterse Hence ぅ it is necessarア

to develop a me七hod of observing the rela℃ionship be七ween

clusters. Since multiple individuals are contained in each 

cluster and all are multivariate data ラ the f ollov.dng me℃hod 

was devised. 

(Sl) Mean vectors of clusters are compared, and the similarｭ
ity among them is displayed by graphical representation-

(S2) Andrews1 functional plot乞ing ’ a g玄aphical representation 
method for multivaria乞e observations 、 is taken and 
projected to produce a two-dimensional plot 角

The p-dimensional mean vector of a cluster is expressed as 

3ζ ， and that of another cluster as y. At this 乞1me, the two 

polynominals obtained by Andrews 1 method are expressed as 

follows: 

f (x; 七） = xl ／花一＋ x2 sin t + x3 cost+ xム sin 2七十

f (y t) = y1 / [2+ y2 sin t�3 cost+ y4 sin 2乞十

where ，－π ：i t 手 π．
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These two functions are prcj ected within the twoｭ

dimensional space to obtain tne trajectory of the point 

(f （さ； t), f(y;t)). The figure plotted by the trajectory 

clearly shows the similarity between the two clusters, and is 

a type of Lissajous figure . 工t is possible to compare mean 

vectors of clusters by drawing a large number of oneｭ

dimensional Andrews ’ p lots. However, observation of the 

relationship between the two clusters by two-dimensional 

plotting at each stage of the tree structure in sequence is 

displayed as the changes in cluster structure, and conseｭ

quently produces quite different information to 七hat obtained 

from an overall observation of ℃he tree. Further discussion 

will be required to explore the mathematical significance of 

the figures obtained by this method and the relationship 

between the Lissa.j ous patterns and the data struc℃ure . It is 

generally thought, however, that Lissajous figure can be used 

as an effective ℃ool of visual comparison of two sets of 

multivariate observations. It can also be used for graphical 

representation of similarity or dissimilarity among the 

individuals. 

D. Some Experimental Results 

Below are the experimental results obtained using artifiｭ

cial data sets for the purpose of examining the effectiveness 

of the methods discussed in B. and C. above. The artificial 

data was prepared by combining five groups of three-dimenｭ

sional normal random numbers (see reference 2 ）拘 The number of 

individuals is 5,000; Figure 2 shows the scatter diagram. 
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(a) Resul七 of preliminary 
classification 
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Result 1 

Figure 3 (a) and (b) show the tree structures presenting 

the results of preliminary classification and reclassification 

of the artificial data. 工七 can be seen 七hat the features of 

the original data are fairly well exposed by the tree 

structure, as indicated by the fairly large limb ang工es. ヱn

other words, the outline of the large given data set is 

enhanced by the tree. For the purpose of comparison, a 

certain group of data ( the group shown in the upper left 

corner of Figure 2-(a)) was ｷsampled from the given data for 

similar tree representation shown in Figure 3-(c). Unlike the 

previous results, the homogeneity of data can be clearly 

observed from the small angle of limb branching. 

Result 2 

The feature of clusters obtained in the analysis can be 

also observed as the color pa七tern described before (see 

Figure 4)4 Although the pattern is printed here as a 

monochrome copy, it shows 七he features of each cluster quite 

well. Compared with the results of Result 1, the dispersion 

in each cluster is represen七ed more clearly as changes of 

color in the variables, especially, variable x2 

Result 3 

Comparison among the clusters was performed using 

Lissajous figures. Figure 5 shows a comparison of two 

clusters numbered ( to (, respectively, in Figure 3-(b ） 今

Since three-dimensional data was used in this case, the 

generated curves are rather simple. If data with more 

dimensions is used, however, complex, yet still useful figures 

will be generated. The symmetry, inclina℃ ion.,. location of 
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center, convexity of the figures shown in this analysis 

represent the similarityεnd di｣ f erence among the clusters. 

工f we take four clusters from the figure (C , C , C 
38 75 96 

and c97) and draw a pair comparison of their mean vectors as 

a Lissajous figure, the result is shown in Figu、re 6. These 

are quite useful at showing the relationships among the 

clusters. This is equivalen七七c plotting the distance table 

for the clusters. Thus Lissajous figures aid in visualizing 

cluster relationships which are insufficiently clear in the 

tree structures. 

V. CONCLUSION 

There are none who argue against the high utility of 

graphical representation for quick visual inspection of 

complex data structures. At the moment, however, reluctance 

is generally felt in using the information obtained by 

graphical representation as a direct clue for making decisions 

in data analysis. The graphical representation methods are 

constructed rather as a means of grasping intuitive informaｭ

tion that can be used in opening up the way to higher 

sophisticated model analyses. It is precisely for this reason 

that great importance is attached to the building of a 

well-integrated computer system environment which is suitable 

for graphical data analysis. Though small in scale, the 

ACTIVE workstation introduced in this paper has shown its 

efficiency as an experimental system ’ The following 

improvements are planned for further functional upgrading: 

(1) development of a programming language with easier-to-use 

graphics and of object-oriented tools with sufficient 

extensibility to smoothly link graphics functions using 

classification resuits with the algorithms of graphical 
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representation, and (2) raising the system to the level of an 

expert system. 
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